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Abstract 

Half a decade ago, social media platforms were widely perceived as revolutionary 
devices for maximizing political expression around the world. By opening the floodgates 
to expression, however, the same platforms were also accused of opening the 
floodgates of hate – allowing, for example, the self-claimed “revolutionary” return of 
ideas, speech and actors long thought to be relegated to the dustbins of history. This 
panel examines a three-fold revolution, namely: populist revolutions (on the right) 
facilitated by agnostic content moderation philosophies; the internal revolutions that 
platform content moderation underwent to address the political violence of the former; 
and the adjustments that digital methods research needs to adopt to facilitate content 
moderation research in a “post-API” environment. The first paper of this panel examines 
how Twitter’s content moderation has undergone several arbitrary changes before 
reaching a form of “normative plasticity”, with reinforcement techniques such as 
demotion and other forms of conditional content obfuscation. The second paper looks at 
how, despite making profound changes to prevent furthering political violence during 



 

 

elections, Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and Instagram have tended to moderate the 
Brazilian elections in a dislocated fashion, turning a blind eye to Brazilian militaristic 
content and focusing instead on what it primarily moderates in a US context. Finally, the 
third paper offers a set of methods for empirical researchers to capture and study 
content moderation metadata over time. All three papers aim to contribute to attempts at 
archiving and studying speech moderation as a public good, in an international context.  

Introductory statement 

Half a decade ago, social media platforms were widely perceived as revolutionary 
devices for maximizing political expression around the world (Klonick, 2018). At the 
heart of this view was a newfound opportunity to open the “the floodgates to online 
expression” (Keipi et al., 2016, p. 114) with affordances that circumvented ‘legacy’ 
media networks strongly gatekept by corporate or governmental interests. One of the 
key affordances to free speech was a largely non-interventionist philosophy of content 
moderation, according to which platforms, as “tech companies” (Castillo, 2018), did not 
bear the right to adjudicate the moral, political or epistemic validity of user-generated 
content. Besides being a convenient philosophy for platforms to function within free and 
“multi-sided markets” (Rieder and Sire, 2014), it was also a founding characteristic of 
platforms as public forums intended to consolidate “big data” as the most diverse 
possible conglomeration of information, ideas and user cultures.  

By 2021, this positive take on content moderation had largely faded. By opening the 
floodgates to expression, the same platforms were also accused of opening the 
floodgates of hate – allowing, for example, the return of ideas, speech and actors long 
thought to be relegated to the dustbins of history (Fœssel, 2021). News media and 
scholarly literature have tended to focus on the “return” of extreme right-movements in 
Europe and the U.S., with antiquated ideas of race and identity making their ways into 
the mainstream of online public spheres. Oft-forgotten cases also touch upon Latin 
America, where a once widely condemned, authoritarian brand of Brazilian militarism 
has been normalized by a string of pro-military hashtag campaigns, Facebook and 
Instagram influencers, Telegram groups, YouTube and other content throughout 
Bolsonaro’s presidency (2018-2022). Ironically, these movements have not called for a 
return of authoritarianism per se (at least not explicitly), but demanded their own, 
competing version of an open democracy whose anti-establishment values merited 
revolutionary means of realization, as seen in Washington D.C. on January 6, 2021, or 
in Brasília on January 8, 2022.  

In response, social media platforms have sought to return to some of the historically 
constituted speech norms they had initially destabilized. Against the re-emergence of 
antisemitic content online, for example, YouTube, Twitter and Facebook introduced 
specific clauses against Holocaust denialism in 2018 (YouTube, 2019); against 
biological brands of racism and white nationalism, they have introduced new clauses in 
their “hateful conduct” policies throughout 2017 (see Paper 1); and against militaristic 
content in Brazil, Facebook had made a specific policy forbidding such content through 
arguably imperfect means (Catucci, 2022). These changes partook in a longer 
revolution in the field of content moderation, which, since 2017, saw platforms zig-
zagging through largely arbitrary decisions as to what users can and cannot say in the 
public spheres they maintain. One of the latest u-turns in this field, for example, has 



 

 

been Elon Musk’s claim to a return to ideological “neutrality” in Twitter’s content 
moderation – which has, since his arrival, favored content on the right of the American, 
Brazilian and European political spectra (Getahun and Tangalakis-Lippert, 2022).  

This panel examines a three-fold revolution, namely: popular revolutions (on the right) 
facilitated by agnostic content moderation philosophies; the internal revolutions that 
platform content moderation underwent to address the political violence of the former; 
and the adjustments that digital methods research needs to adopt to facilitate content 
moderation research in a “post-API” environment (Perriam, Birkbak and Freeman, 
2020). The first paper of this panel examines how Twitter’s content moderation has 
undergone several arbitrary changes before reaching a form of “normative plasticity”, 
with reinforcement techniques such as demotion and other forms of conditional content 
obfuscation. The second paper looks at how, despite making profound changes to 
prevent furthering political violence during elections, Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and 
Instagram have tended to moderate the Brazilian elections in a dislocated fashion, 
turning a blind eye to Brazilian militaristic content and focusing on what it primarily 
moderates in US elections: electoral disinformation. In doing so, it offers a meta-
analysis of content moderation practices (deletion, labeling and demotion) in five 
platforms, both “fringe” and “mainstream” (De Zeeuw and Tuters, 2020): Telegram, 
Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, and Twitter. Finally, the third paper offers a set of 
methods for empirical researchers to capture and study content moderation metadata – 
which is increasingly prone to the volatility of a “post-API” research environment.  

All three papers aim to contribute to digital methods (and related) scholarship that 
attempt to archive and study speech moderation as an international public good. While 
paper 3 offers a set of methods to allow scholars to gain systematic access to content 
moderation metadata, paper 1 offers a wider historical outlook on how the recently 
acquired Twitter reflects on larger societal transformations in corporate and public 
speech norms. Paper 2 highlights how a “dislocated” form of US-based content 
moderation complicates difficult attempts at finding truth and reconciliation in fragile 
democracies, and outlines a few guidelines for policy makers and platform trust and 
safety teams to focus on preventing contention around issues that threaten deep 
ruptures of consensus.  

Paper 1: Modulating moderation: a history of objectionability in Twitter 
moderation practices 

Half a decade ago, social media platforms were widely seen as online models of 
nominally liberal, democratic societies (Klonick, 2018). At the heart of this view was their 
newfound opportunity to open the “the floodgates to online expression” (Keipi et al., 
2016, p. 114) with affordances that circumvented strongly gatekept “legacy” media 
networks. One of these affordances was a largely non-interventionist philosophy of 
content moderation, according to which platforms do not bear the right to adjudicate the 
moral, political or epistemic validity of user-generated content, in order to host the most 
diverse possible conglomeration of ideas, information and user cultures. But when the 
same platforms were also accused of opening the floodgates of hate – allowing, for 
example, the return of ideas, speech and actors long thought to be relegated to the 
dustbins of history (Fœssel, 2021) – they were pressured to consider the many ways in 



 

 

which the link between “online speech” and “offline harm” could become “demonstrably 
real” (Dorsey, 2021). 

This question alone invites many different answers, encapsulated within different ideals 
of social media platforms as “public spheres” and speech as a public good. Twitter, in 
particular, went through several approaches to moderate what it called “hateful 
conduct”, “abusive behavior”, “violent threats” and other more granular forms of verbal 
abuse. It invested in more human moderators, expanded systems of automated speech 
control, and had legal experts contribute to content moderation policies for an 
increasingly complex array of problematic situations. At the core of this process were 
considerations as to what amounted to objectionable language, a question reflected in 
ongoing battles of ideas as to what behavior, words and historical periods constitute 
falsehoods and offenses to religion, race, gender, and other forms of identity. By 
adopting some definitions over others, and thereby removing certain content over 
others, Twitter became an intermediary to comprehensive but highly contentious 
transformations of public speech norms. In the process, its boundaries as an aspiring 
digital “public sphere” have broadened, retracted and become altogether more fluid.  

The general contours of the modulations of Twitter as an online public sphere are 
relatively clear. But partly because they involve an opaque and private organization, 
little scholarship has systematically documented, examined, and theorized the evolution 
of Twitter’s definitions of objectionable speech – particularly after its acquisition by Elon 
Musk. This article contributes to this research by analyzing how Twitter’s conceptions 
and approach to objectionable speech changed between 2006 and 2022. 
Methodologically, we look at both concepts and techniques that aim to define and 
discipline objectionable language linked to what Twitter calls “hateful conduct” and 
“abusive behavior”. This implies a systematic web history (Brügger, 2013) of several 
content moderation policies published by the platform, taking note of what is deemed 
problematic, specific examples offered for each type of content, and the techniques 
used against them. We then use a combination of digital methods (Rogers, 2013) that 
rely on both scraping and Twitter’s Academic API to trace the moderation of 
objectionable speech in practice. We examine how a dataset of Tweets linked to the 
U.S. elections of 2020 and online slurs were demoted, flagged, removed and (some) 
eventually “redeemed” after a period of temporary suspension. This means tracing 
instances of updated, overwritten, removed and “replatformed” content as various 
“platform effects” (Malik & Pfeffer, 2016). 

Paper 2: Three dislocated content moderation enforcements of political militarism 
during the Brazilian elections of 2022 

This paper examines traces of content moderation by Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, 
Instagram and Telegram during the Brazilian electoral year of 2022 to 2023, specifically 
between August 15, 2022 (the official start of political campaign) and January 15, 2023 
(one week after the January 8 depredation). It argues that moderation suffers from three 
“dislocations”. First, US-based platforms lack a regional comprehension of the national 
political history and speech legislation of Brazil, which causes them to moderate 
incriminating content with a primarily US understanding of local political violence. 
Second, content moderation enforcement is dislocated in time, in the sense that it is 
applied primarily during the election cycle, missing out of violence incited as a result of 



 

 

electoral results. And third, content moderation is dislocated by users, who devise 
strategies to circumvent moderation with language obfuscation, VPNs, and a broader 
network of fringe-to-mainstream platforms. Empirically, this paper builds on digital 
methods and “dynamic archiving” of content moderation traces (see Paper 3) to 
recreate enforcement mechanisms and moderation decisions over time.  

Since the United States Capitol Storm on January 6, 2022, there has been a growing 
concern over the propagation of electoral disinformation on social media (Munn, 2021). 
The #StoptheSteal campaign was largely spread on social media challenging the timely 
removal of illegal or otherwise unsafe content from multiple platforms (see Paper 1). 
One year later, the far-right president Jair Bolsonaro was defeated in a runoff on 
October 30, 2022, after the center-left won the Brazilian presidential election by a slim 
margin of 2 million votes. Even though Brazilian events suggest a similar scenario of the 
delegitimization of elections resulting from social media and violent acts of invasion and 
depredation of public buildings, local specificities add another layer of complexity to 
content moderation policies in politically unstable democracies.  

On YouTube, we sampled a list of 849 public channels that produce content about the 
Brazilian elections. This rendered a unique dataset of 193,482 videos. Next, we created 
an R script using the tubeR package that connects to Youtube Data API v3 and collects 
the last 10 videos of each channel every six hours to record video metadata, including 
rankings for further analyses of demotion. At the end of each week, we also used the 
scraping library youtube-dl (Gonzalez et al. 2023) to extract transcripts of the content. 
Then, we called the Youtube Data API v3 to determine which videos were unavailable 
and scraped the platform's reasons for removal. We complemented this dataset by 
using youtube-dl to search videos mentioning any of 365 queries susceptible to 
returning problematic (and thus likely moderated) results about the Brazilian elections. 
Some examples include hashtags supporting a military coup (#SOSFFAA), denying the 
integrity of the electoral process (#BrazilWasStolen), or attacking Brazilian institutions 
responsible for overseeing the elections and a peaceful transfer of power 
(#FIMdasUrnasEletrônicasJá, #ForaSTF).  

On Telegram, content moderation is seldom enacted by the platform itself. Users can 
decide when and how to delete their content with features optimized for the kind of 
“private sociality” the platform promotes (Rogers, 2020), such as message auto-
deletion. We also found that a lot of messages had been promptly deleted after the 
January 8 riots for fear of recrimination. To collect these content moderation traces, we 
first collected 24,905 Telegram messages from an expert list of 250 Telegram groups 
active between January 1, 2022 and January 15, 2023. We then compared the 
availability of each group and their posts using Selenium, a Web scraper, on January 
10, 2023, limiting our results to the top 500 most engaged posts from August 15, 2022 
to January 10.  

Unlike Twitter, Instagram and Facebook are notoriously wary of scrapers, and have 
routinely banned researchers for using them on their sites (Bond, 2021). For this 
reason, we have opted to manually copy the statuses of the 500 most engaged posts 
from August 15, 2022 to January 10, 2023. The data we have copied moderation 
statuses from are 678,029 Facebook and Instagram posts collected with the above-
mentioned queries on Crowdtangle. On Twitter, we again used Selenium to scrape the 



 

 

statuses of all Tweets dating from January 1, 2022 to January 10, 2023. This was done 
on a dataset of 3,486,622 Tweets obtained with the Academic API, using the same 
queries as above. For consistency, we filtered all results from all platforms to posts 
dating from August 15, 2022 to January 10, 2023. 

The first problem revealed by our data is a general “dislocation” in US-based content 
moderation policies. By this, we mean that YouTube, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram 
unilaterally conceived their content moderation policies based on their experience of the 
US elections of 2020, overlooking the local institutional, political and historical factors in 
Brazil that contributed to the violence seen on January 8. YouTube’s Electoral 
Misinformation Policies list multiple rules that penalize false information on electoral 
procedures, such as voter suppression, obstruction or claiming widespread fraud. 
Nonetheless, Brazil’s electoral issues are derived from a longstanding history of 
institutional ruptures caused by military and political coups d’État, the latest of which 
resulted in a military dictatorship that ended in 1985. Brazilian law includes safeguards 
against defenses of the military dictatorship, for encouraging a military intervention, or 
for inciting a democratic breakdown (de Albuquerque, 2020). We find that a majority of 
moderated videos and posts are moderated not for these reasons but for spreading 
electoral disinformation; content that called for a military coup, even by militaries 
themselves, was left mostly unmoderated.  

The second issue is a temporal dislocation of content moderation. By this, we mean that 
platforms tended to relax their enforcement policies after the election ended on October 
31, disregarding how violence was fostered following the electoral results. Moderation 
after the fact, i.e., after October 31st, was insufficient to mitigate the propagation of 
electoral disinformation or convocations to violent protests. This dislocation in time is 
caused by two major factors. One concerns platforms’ period of attention, monitoring 
and coverage of the electoral cycle. On YouTube, for example, we found that the 
majority of offline videos were created prior to October. The second factor is strike 
waivers granted by YouTube. The enforcement of new policy clauses targeting electoral 
disinformation always gave the platform a 30-day buffer time, during which content 
could be removed without penalizing entire channels.  

The last shortcoming is user dislocation, i.e., ever-evolving content moderation evasion 
strategies. From August 2022 to January 2023, users engaged in calls for military coups 
or disseminating electoral misinformation routinely exchanged tips for evading 
moderation from either platforms or from the Supreme Federal Court. Some of these 
strategies included using VPNs to access content exclusively banned in Brazil, including 
detailed plannings of the January 8 attacks on Twitter. Another was language 
obfuscation, which consisted in slightly changing terms that are likely to be blacklisted in 
content moderation word lists (“fraud”, for example, becomes “fr4ud” or “f.r.4.u.d.”). A 
more complex strategy consisted in exchanging incriminating information in an 
increasingly complex network of more or less moderated platforms. Users of Facebook, 
Instagram or YouTube have also relied on Telegram, GETTR, BitChute, Rumble and file 
transfer websites to exchange plans for the January 8 attacks, or documents 
purportedly showing electoral fraud. This “fringe-to-mainstream” platform ecology 
makes platform-specific content moderation ineffective on a larger scale. 



 

 

These three dislocations contribute to a larger issue stemming from US-based content 
moderation of Brazilian political content, which is that it complicates a difficult process of 
truth and reconciliation of a fairly new and fragile democracy. Since the military regime 
ended in 1985, tortures and other human rights abuses by the military regime had never 
been prosecuted. The return of militarism to the mainstream of Brazilian public debate 
has also contributed to a serious institutional crisis after January 8, where the judiciary 
branch pained to keep military branches of power in check. We make recommendations 
for platform trust and safety teams to collaborate with local authorities to broaden the 
nature of their work outside of a punitive logic, and consider moderating – in the sense 
of balancing – long-term dialogue between opposing political voices. 

Paper 3: After Deplatforming: the Return of Trace Research for the Study of 
Platform Effects 

When platforms were considered as “intermediaries”, or conduits through which content 
would flow unfettered (Gillespie, 2018), they could serve as sites for the study of user 
traces: online actions and behaviors interactively registered by the platforms and made 
available to researchers in the form of hit logs, links, likes, retweets, shares and so 
forth. One could observe user behavior and attitude as if ‘in the wild’. These 
‘unobtrusive measures’ would provide insights in collective mood and sentiment, give 
indicators of opinion and perhaps even capture animal spirits behind stock price or 
cryptocurrency movements (Watts and Dodds, 2007; Lazer et al., 2008). 

But there is a certain artificiality to platform data in at least four senses. On the platform 
side, there are attempts to make content “stick” in order to increase the time users 
spend consuming it on their services through the optimization of “watch time” or even 
the introduction of “dark patterns” underlying user interfaces that steer users towards 
forms of conversion (such as purchases). There are also content moderation 
techniques, such as deplatforming, labeling, or demoting objectionable content. On the 
user side, one finds the amplification or manipulation of user content, such as inflating 
likes and views, acquiring fake followers, gaming recommendation algorithms in order to 
up-rank certain content on top of their peer’s lists of visible content. There is 
optimisation from SEO (search engine optimisation) to analytics-driven content 
production. Users also protect themselves by employing code words while linking to 
extreme material, introducing (mirrored) images with explicit text, or setting accounts or 
posts to private to dodge the oversight of public or platform content moderation.  

Though there have been more or less isolated studies about the function, roles and 
construction of each of these effects, there is no clear idea about their overall 
significance. There are of course platform transparency reports and blog posts detailing 
the percentage of content taken down by hate speech, misinformation or state 
legislations. This kind of documentation is most often framed as “PR exercises”, that is, 
diplomatic statements that one is required to read between the lines — or, in any case, 
secondary sources of information with no strong objective value.  

Ironically, a solution to the “untraceability” of platform transparency reports has been to 
do trace research. That is, one needs trace research to answer the question of platform 
effects. In the field of content moderation studies, some examples are recovering traces 
of content removal by continually archiving posts, Tweets or videos (de Keulenaar et al., 



 

 

Forthcoming); following patterns of demotion by scraping the rankings of search results 
on YouTube or Twitter (Keulenaar, Burton and Kisjes, 2021); or scraping labels, 
“context” flags and other post statuses on Twitter over time.  

On this matter, this chapter discusses a new kind of “digital forensics”, or set of methods 
one can use to reconstruct platform and user traces in content moderation. In other 
words, it proposes methods to reconstruct the scene after or on which platform or user 
data has disappeared in the context of one specific platform effect: content moderation. 
We discuss five examples: contextualizing the disappearance of user data by doing a 
web history of content moderation policies with the Wayback Machine; reverse-
engineering content moderation with “dynamic archiving” of data susceptible to being 
removed, demoted and otherwise moderated; and using platform metadata or scraping 
moderation traces, such as flags, prompts and labels. We also include one example of 
user effects, namely, capturing neologisms designed to obfuscate platform moderation, 
and tracing outlinks to alternative platforms to redirect audiences toward content that 
the host platform does not allow.  

Each of these research techniques rely on the traces remaining after content has been 
re-versioned, updated, overwritten, suppressed or removed. As such, it puts trace 
research to a new use. Rather than studying user behavior by treating the platform as 
an intermediary, it studies platform behavior by treating users as actively moderated. It 
thereby constitutes a different strategy for deploying trace research. In the earlier 
version of trace research, one would collect platform data about users and consider the 
extent to which it can be cleaned to remove platform effects and other content befouling 
causes (such as bots, optimized content or artificial amplification). Now the trace 
research takes as its point of departure platform efforts to cleanse and police the site of 
rule-breaking or offending content, artfully capturing those acts. Trace research thereby 
gains a new purpose. It seeks the answer, if only in part, to the question of the effects of 
content moderation on the content under study. In a sense, it could be seen as a 
necessary step prior to content analysis or trace research in its original form. Or it could 
be considered a research practice in itself that has as its main aim content 
reconstruction, which has a series of uses.   

We first outline the methods and use cases linked to each of our examples — first, for 
platform effects, and then, for user effects. We then conclude with a discussion on the 
larger significance of empirical content moderation research, be it for scholars invested 
in digital methods, platform governance, or historians tracing the modulation of speech 
norms in complex media environments. We also cover important limitations — some of 
which are proper to any kind of historiographical (Web) research (Arora et al., 2016), 
and others due to the vagaries of “post-API” research (AoIR, 2018).  
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